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better living than people can. But we still need humans to work with them. The IT department in many companies is under immense pressure. In a growing number of businesses, they’re being asked to store data in the cloud. The cloud is convenient, but the cost of storing and managing all that data is a major challenge. The answer to that challenge has been to hire people and set them up to manage
this data. Of course, those people need to be trained, and that takes time. But it can take a long time. And the people in charge of managing data in the cloud are not as technically skilled as people who work with computers. Instead, the demands of these data-managers are often mis-aligned with the needs of the business. We’re really stuck with the status quo. But that’s starting to change, thanks to the
development of a new type of tool. A cloud data management tool – or CDM tool for short – is a software that helps data-managers track all that data and make sure it’s stored, accessed, and migrated across different systems. So data-managers can stop having to be IT staff or other specialists. Instead, they can manage data in the cloud just as easily as they would in their own office. A cloud data
management tool can be a big help. What’s the cost of mis-aligned data-managers? To find out, we teamed up with IBM to put the two of us at opposite ends of the spectrum. Since IBM makes business-focused tools, we wanted them to be in the driver’s seat. To do that, we’re looking at the cost of having a set of data-managers who can work with IT. This is the standard practice in businesses like IBM
and Microsoft. And IBM has a great track record. IBM’s Data 82157476af
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